We have fabricated neodymium-, praseodymium-, and erbium-chelate-doped POFs, for optical amplification at 1060, 1310 and 1550nm using an interfacial gel polymerisation technique. The fibres have strong characteristic absorption bands in the visible and near infrared regions.
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Introduction: Versatile infrared pulse sources with small markspace ratios are of considerable importance to many areas of optical research from optical communication to multi-photon imaging. A wavelength and duration tunable source of sub-picosecond pulses therefore has wide appeal and many potential applications. Pulse compression in tapered optical fibres and in variants of this technique based on an original concept by Tajima [l] have allowed pulse compression to femtosecond durations but with considerable constraints on the system [2]. In association with seed sources, based upon direct modulation using electro-absorption modulators, to provide soliton like inputs high compression ratios have been obtained [3] , however, flexibility of the input and output pulse durations and wavelength are compromised. The application of distributed Raman amplification [4] allows considerably greater versatility, allowing both wavelength and pulse duration tunability [5] . This offers greater flexibility in the input pulse parameters compared to the compression methods detailed above as well as flexibility in the output parameter of pulse duration simply by adjustment of the pump power. Here we detail an optimised configuration with both wavelength and pulse duration as user selectable characteristics. The technique has been applied to input -1Ops pulses obtained from an electro-absorption modulator based signal source with wavelength and duration tunable soliton pulses obtained at 10GHz. It should also be noted that the repetition rate is also a selectable variable of this scheme. The experimental configuration of the wavelength and pulse duration tunable source is shown in Fig. 1 . An extended cavity semiconductor laser was used as a wavelengthtunable CW seed source. Nonlinear (soliton power) pulses were obtained from an amplified electro-absorption modulator based source. The electro-absorption modulator provided an extinction of 20dB at lOGHz and generated pulses of -1Ops after appropriate chirp compensation in 140m of dispersion-compensating fibre. The electrical drive characteristics of the modulator were kept constant throughout the experimental investigations, resulting in increasing pulse durations of 7.4 to 14.5~s over the wavelength tuning range of 1536 to 1560nm, respectively. An EDFA preamplifier (up to 22dBm saturation power) compensated the insertion loss of the modulator and provided the appropriate launch power for fundamental solitons. A 3nm tunable bandpass filter was used to minimise the ASE signal. A counter-propagating pump geometry was employed with optical circulators used to launch pump and signal and to extract the amplified compressed signal. A cascaded Raman fibre laser provided the fundamental pump power at 1455nm to the amplifier and up to 1070mW after circulator loss was used for adiabatic compression of the input -1Ops fundamental solitons. 21km of dispersion-shifted fibre (DSF) was used as the Raman gain medium. A few centimetres of dispersion-compensating fibre was used to compensate the dispersion at -1550nm of the standard telecommunications fibre (STF) pigtailed to the output circulator. Keeping the drive characteristics of the EAM constant, the tunable laser wavelength and filter were scanned between 1536 and 1560nm while measuring the compressed pulse durations. This was repeated for various pump powers. 
Results: The small signal gain spectrum of the counter-propagating configuration DSF Raman amplifier at maximum pump power is shown in Fig. 2a . A second-harmonic generation autocorrelation (SHG-AC) trace of a 1555nm adiabatically compressed fundamental soliton output from the system is shown in Fig. 2b . The input and output pulse durations of the adiabatic Raman compressor, measured at different wavelengths and Raman pump powers, while keeping the EAM drive characteristics constant, are shown in Fig. 3 .
The output soliton pulse durations were continuously tunable via the simple alteration of the Raman pump power over all wavelengths investigated. Maximum pulse compression to 0.54~s occurred at 1540nm with an output peak power of 27W and an average pulse train power of 170mW.
Discussion: The zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) of the DSF is 1464nm, allowing soliton propagation over the entire Raman gain spectrum shown in Fig. 2 . The choice of DSF, with a dispersion of 3.8pslnm.h at 1550nm, as the gain fibre gives two main advantages compared to higher dispersion STF used previously [5] . Firstly the launch average power required for propagation of N = 1, -1Ops soliton pulses at 1550nm and a repetition rate of lOGHz is only 12mW in the DSF used, compared to 50mW for STF. The launch power for the DSF was easily achieved with the 22dBm EDFA employed including the compensation of filter and circulator loss. This reduced the complexity of the experimental configuration by removing the need for a power amplifier and a second filter. The second related advantage of using DSF compared with STF is that, for the same Raman pump power and launch conditions, the output solitons are compressed to shorter durations.
Adiabatic Raman compression of solitons requires that the gain should be small (< 1.1) over the length of the soliton period. Here the soliton period of the -lOps launch pulses in DSF is -1Okm, which is comparable to the 21km length of the gain fibre. We believe that there has been some deviation from ideal adiabatic compression conditions but the exponential gain profile of the counter-propagating signal and pump configuration experienced by the solitons is well suited to providing low pedestal compressed pulses, as demonstrated by the < 5% peak:pedestal ratio of the autocorrelations taken at maximum compression.
It should be noted that the choice of Raman pump wavelength allows pulse compression over other wavelength ranges and that the repetition rate is also a selectable characteristic of this scheme.
Conclusions: A wavelength and duration tunable source of subpicosecond solutions has been demonstrated using adiabatic soliton compression in a Raman amplifier employing DSF. Pulses as short as 0.54~s were generated from seed lops pulses produced in an EAM at a repetition rate of lOGHz and average power up to 170mW. Wavelength tuning of compressed pulses over 25nm has been demonstrated from 1534 to 1560nm.
